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CogonCogon



Preserve, Preserve, rehabiliterehabilite
and/or establish [desirable] and/or establish [desirable] 

nativenative ground coverground cover
that is beneficial forthat is beneficial for
wildlife wildlife andand consistent consistent 
with the ecosystem. with the ecosystem. 





PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONSPRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
SITE ASSESSMENTSITE ASSESSMENT!!!!

OBJECTIVE, complete observationsOBJECTIVE, complete observations
Site historySite history
Presence of Presence of ““untouchablesuntouchables”” (NO(NO--NOsNOs))
Infestation size, density and Infestation size, density and DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION 
andand AGEAGE
TYPE TYPE of restoration:  soilof restoration:  soil--seed bank seed bank vsvs plantplant
EXTENTEXTENT of restorationof restoration







Know Know WHEREWHERE you want to go: you want to go: Site ObjectiveSite Objective



FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENTFEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

Get the most bank for the buckGet the most bank for the buck
Know when to Know when to FOLDFOLD
Use Use TRIAGETRIAGE’’ to establish priority for to establish priority for 
multiple sites/propertiesmultiple sites/properties



HOW DO WE GET THERE?HOW DO WE GET THERE?

It takes TIME*TIME*…

TTHINKHINK
IIMPLEMENTMPLEMENT
MMODIFY ODIFY 
EEVALUATEVALUATE

**Repeat as necessary until desired result is obtained.Repeat as necessary until desired result is obtained.



Bermudagrass, Bermudagrass, CogongrassCogongrass

PRIMARY TREATMENT STRATEGY:PRIMARY TREATMENT STRATEGY:

HERBIHERBI--NUKAGENUKAGE





CHOPPER @ 48 oz/ac, minimumCHOPPER @ 48 oz/ac, minimum

-- BURNBURN in winterin winter
-- Use MSOUse MSO
-- If site limitations preclude the use of Chopper, If site limitations preclude the use of Chopper, 

consider consider FOLDINGFOLDING-- abandon the site for abandon the site for 
restorationrestoration……depending on infestation level. depending on infestation level. 

-- DO NOT TREATDO NOT TREAT during drought conditions.during drought conditions.
-- Define the perimeter and Define the perimeter and SQUEEZESQUEEZE. . 
-- DO NOT DISTURBDO NOT DISTURB with ineffectual treatments, with ineffectual treatments, 

mowing, cultivation.mowing, cultivation.

BERMUDAGRASS/COGONGRASSBERMUDAGRASS/COGONGRASS



-- Use 25 GPA minimum, Use 25 GPA minimum, espesp coastalcoastal--COVERAGE COVERAGE 
COUNTSCOUNTS

-- If weeds overtop the bermudagrassIf weeds overtop the bermudagrass-- treat treat 
with Garlon, 2,4with Garlon, 2,4--D, Escort, etc to D, Escort, etc to RELEASE RELEASE 
the the bermudabermuda prior to Chopper application.prior to Chopper application.

-- DelayDelay application 1 growing season if site was application 1 growing season if site was 
cultivated (cropped) in previous year.cultivated (cropped) in previous year.

-- Apply during periods of Apply during periods of ACTIVEACTIVE growth.growth.

BERMUDAGRASSBERMUDAGRASS



-- Time prescribed fire to suppress Time prescribed fire to suppress seedheadseedhead
productionproduction-- very site specific.very site specific.

-- 40+ GPA, can40+ GPA, can’’t apply too much watert apply too much water
-- Treat when Treat when ACTIVELYACTIVELY growinggrowing-- PREFER late PREFER late 

summer/fallsummer/fall
-- Wait for sufficient regrowthWait for sufficient regrowth-- 22’’ minimum.minimum.
-- Treat 5Treat 5--10 ft around perimeter of spots10 ft around perimeter of spots
-- Look (Look (SEARCHSEARCH) for satellite infestations.) for satellite infestations.
-- Monitor and treat 2X a year thereafter untilMonitor and treat 2X a year thereafter until……

COGONGRASSCOGONGRASS





Are we THERE yet?Are we THERE yet?



BahiagrassBahiagrass
Plants Plants easier to killeasier to kill…….but look out for seed!.but look out for seed!
No such thing as a PURE stand of No such thing as a PURE stand of bahiabahia--almost almost 
always has always has bermudabermuda embedded.embedded.
Accord XRT, Escort, Chopper, PlateauAccord XRT, Escort, Chopper, Plateau
Can be Can be SELECTIVELYSELECTIVELY controlled in mixed controlled in mixed 
populations with minimal impact on nonpopulations with minimal impact on non--targetstargets



KEY to SUCCESSKEY to SUCCESS……

Look in the mirrorLook in the mirror-- you are the KEYyou are the KEY..

DILIGENCE, PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE, DILIGENCE, PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE, 
PERSERVERENCEPERSERVERENCE……DETERMINATIONDETERMINATION
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